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We present numerical results for the local density of states in semiclassical Andreev billiards. We show that
the energy gap near the Fermi energy develops in a chaotic billiard. Using the same method, no gap is found































































The density of states in a normal metal in contact with
superconductor is affected by the superconductor, as a m
festation of the proximity effect or Andreev reflection. In th
early days of superconductivity, this effect had been
served in thin films of normal metal on a superconduct
substrate.1 It has been shown theoretically that for cle
films the spectrum of quasiparticle excitations rema
gapless2 at the Fermi energy, whereas a minigap develops
dirty films.3 The energy scale of this minigap is given b
\/tN , tN being a typical time spent by an electron in t
normal metal before it gets to the superconductor.3
Recent technological advances make it possible to st
the effect in more complicated geometries, in diffusive m
tallic wires,4 and in a two-dimensional electron gas whe
electron transport is almost ballistic.5 Recent theoretica
developments6,7 suggested a new interpretation of o
results.2,3 The existence of a minigap has been related to
chaoticcharacter of the electron motion in the normal part
the system. It makes no qualitative difference whether
electron transport is diffusive, as in dirty films, or chaotica
ballistic, as in clean billiards.8 The absence of the gap in th
deGennes spectrum follows from the fact that a clean film
a specific case of a system with a separable geometry
such a system the motion is not chaotic. These conclus
have been confirmed by quantum-mechanical calculation9
This interpretation is rather difficult to comprehend
semiclassical terms. That was the motivation of the pres
research. The problem is as follows. The electron mot
becomes truly chaotic~ergodic! only for trajectories that are
very long in comparison with the system size. As we show
detail below, long electron trajectories correspond to A
dreev levels with energies very close to the Fermi ener
Therefore, in contrast to the interpretation in question, o
may argue that the presence of a minigap shows that t
areno long trajectories in the system. Consequently, it m
not be chaotic.
To resolve this sophistry, we have calculated the den
of states for several Andreev billiards, chaotic and nonc
otic, depicted in Figs. 1~a!, 1~b!, and 1~c!. Such billiards
combine Andreev10 and specular reflection boundaries.8 Fig-
ure 1~a! shows the form of the chaotic billiard investigate


























curs, while at the straight linear parts Andreev reflecti
takes place. The outward concave shape of the circular p
make the system highly chaotic. The special form chosen
be considered as representative for any chaotic Andreev
liard, which will be illustrated by results for some variation
of this system. In order to show the marked difference w
related integrable Andreev billiards, calculations are do
also for circular and square boundaries. These systems
depicted schematically in Figs. 1~b! and 1~c!. The three sys-
tems differ only as far as the specularly reflecting bounda
are concerned. Their Andreev reflecting boundaries are id
tical. Figure 1~d! shows the form of a quasi-one-dimension
diffusive system investigated as well.
To find the density of Andreev states, we solve the eq
tions for the quasiclassical Green’s function along each c
sical trajectory. The solution depends explicitly on the leng
L of the trajectory considered, and gives a set of ene
eigenvalues.\vF /L. Then, for each given point, we calcu
late numerically all possible classical trajectories and sum
their contributions to the density of states.
To state our results briefly, for the chaotic system we
observe the formation of a minigap near the Fermi lev
Long, truly chaotic trajectories appear to take an expon
tially small fraction of the phase volume and therefore do
contribute to the resulting density of states. The relev
equations are given in Sec. II. Results are discussed in
III. Conclusions are formulated in Sec. IV.
II. THE EQUATION FOR THE LOCAL DENSITY
OF STATES
An expression for the local density of statesn(e,r ) in the
clean, ballistic systems to be considered will be derived
taking the imaginary part of the local Green’s functio
G(e1 id,v,r ). The quasiclassical Green’s functio
G( ivn ,v,r ) to be used will be a solution of the matri
equation11,12
v•¹G1 i @H,G#50. ~1!
The velocityv is taken at the Fermi surface, the matrixH is
given by5783 © 1998 The American Physical Society
d. The
Panel
5784 PRB 58A. LODDER AND YU. V. NAZAROVFIG. 1. Panelsa to c show the three clean billiards investigated. The specific points looked at are indicated in the chaotic billiar
four normal/superconducting interfaces are labeled in the circular billiard. The specular reflection boundaries are drawn boldly.d












toH5F ivn D~r !
2D* ~r ! 2 ivn
G , ~2!
where vn are the Matsubara frequencies andD(r ) is the
superconducting gap function, to be taken constant in
superconducting regions and zero in the central normal
of the system. Equation~1! can be solved analytically for an
trajectory. By accounting for all trajectories going through
given point, the complete local solution can be found. W




G1 i @H,G#50, ~3!
by which ther dependence is represented by the length
rameterl along a trajectory.
Suppressing thevF dependence, the general solution c
be written in the form
GS~ ivn ,l !5c1AS1c2BSe
@2Avn21uDu2/vF# l
1c3DSe
2 @2Avn21uDu2/vF# l , ~4!















3F 2 iD* vn1Avn21uDu22 D*
D
vn2Avn21uDu2 iD* G ,
~6!
while DS5BS
† . This solution is most easily obtained in tw
steps. First, Eq.~3! is solved for the normal system, takin
D(r )50 in the matrixH. One finds
GN~ ivn ,l !5c4AN1c5BNe
2vnl /vF1c6DNe
2 2vnl /vF, ~7!
with matrices
AN5F1 00 21G and BN5F0 10 0G , ~8!
while DN5BN
† . Since Eq.~3! is a homogeneous equatio
the solution~7! is complete apart from an overall constant,
be determined by the requirement, that the matrixAN times
that constant is the solution of the original equation for
Green’s function of a bulk system, still having ad function
at the right-hand side. This will merely lead to the prop
normalization11 of the expression for the density of states
be derived below.
In the second step, the full matrixH is diagonalized by
the unitary matrixU5
1
A2F AS 11 vnA~vn21uDu2!D iDuDuAS 12 vnA~vn21uDu2!Di uDu
D





nsThe correspondingly transformed Eq.~3! has the same form
as the equation for the normal system, the decay length b
replaced byvF /A(vn21uDu2). Consequently, the full solution
Eq. ~4! of Eq. ~3! now can be obtained by the unitary tran
formationUGNU
† of the matrix given by Eq.~7!, and sub-
stituting the proper decay length.ng
The solution of Eq.~3! for a trajectory in inhomogeneou
systems, as depicted in Fig. 1, is obtained as follows. C
sider an arbitrary trajectory, hitting some point at one of t
superconducting/normal interfaces, at which point an A
dreev reflection takes place, and follow the trajectory ins








































PRB 58 5785DENSITY OF STATES AND THE ENERGY GAP IN . . .at the boundaries until it hits a superconducting/normal
terface again. If the length parameterl is taken 0 at the initial
hitting point and equal toL at the second hit,L standing for
the total length of the trajectory, the form of the solutions
the different regions is clear from Eqs.~4! and ~7!. For l
<0 andl>L, the solution~4! is to be used. Since the dimen
sions of the superconducting regions are supposed to
large, behaving effectively as bulk superconductors, the
efficient of the matrixAS can be taken to be equal to 1
Further, forl ,0 the coefficientc3 has to be 0, while forl
.L the BS term blows up and the corresponding coefficie
has to be 0. The normal region is supposed to have me
copic dimensions, and the full solutionGN( ivn ,l ) has to be
used. Equation~3! being a first-order differential equation
the only requirement is continuity at the interfaces. By th









Now everything is ready for the local density of states
the normal region. First of all, since we are after studying
development of a gap just above the Fermi energy and
width much smaller thanuDu, it is sufficient to focus on the





Second, only the left upper matrix element ofGN( ivn ,l )
is required for the density of states, so only thec4 term in
Eq. ~7! contributes. After the substitutionivn→e1 id, one
finds the contribution of a trajectory of lengthL through a














dS eLvF 2~n1 12 !p D ,
~12!
in which the summation runs over integern values. For a
given point in the interior region of a two-dimensional~2D!
system, all trajectories through that point have to be ta
into account. This leads to the following expression for t









dS eL~f!vF 2~n1 12 !p D ,
~13!
in which nN is the constant density of states of a 2D norm
system, andf is the slope angle of a trajectory with leng
L(f). In presenting the results, it is most convenient to s













which Lsystemstands for the length dimension of the syste
By that, and denoting the relative density of states, now







dS h L~f!Lsystem2~n1 12 !p D . ~14!
Note that in this final expression the length of a trajectory
present in a relative way, and has become dimensionles
well.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Because Eq. ~14! contains the relative quantity
L(f)/Lsystemonly, the physical size of the system does n
enter. However, in actual calculations a choice has to
made. We have chosenLsystemto be equal to 6. In all system
depicted in Fig. 1, the origin lies in the center of the billiar
The corners of the square billiard then lie at (63,63). The
length of the S/N interfaces is chosen to be equal to 2. T
specific points1 to 5 to be looked at have the coordinate
15~22.2,0.1!, 25~21.7,1.4!, 35~21.2,1.1!, 45~20.5,0.1!,
and55~20.5,0.2!.
In Fig. 2 the density of states is shown for point1 in the
three billiards under consideration, for af grid with
df5p/20000. For comparison, in Fig. 2~a!, for the square
billiard, the result according todf5p/2000 is displayed as
well. Although the results for the two meshes are har
distinguishable, for security all other histograms to be sho
are obtained using the finerdf5p/20000 mesh. The densit
of states for the chaotic billiard shows a clear gap at
Fermi energy, which corresponds toh50. No gap is seen
for the square billiard, only a reduction of the density
states near the Fermi energy, in agreement with recent o
work.9 Since the density of statesnsquare(h) is quite similar
for the different points, and no particular features show
we further concentrate on the circular and chaotic billiards
peak structure is observed, to which we return below. T
FIG. 2. From top to bottom the local density of states for t
square, circular, and chaotic billiards, respectively, at point1 Fig.
1, for a f grid with df5p/20000. In the upper panel, for th


































































5786 PRB 58A. LODDER AND YU. V. NAZAROVheights of the high peaks have been given explicitly.
The gap for the circular billiard is certainly typical for th
point chosen. This becomes clear if one realizes that st
nearh50 are due to trajectories, which are long compa
to the system size. For the circular billiard such long traj
tories contribute only if the line through a chosen point a
the center of the circle hits a normal, specularly reflect
boundary. This requirement is not fulfilled for point1. At the
top of Fig. 3 a similar plot is given, but for point2, for which
such trajectories certainly contribute. Now no gap is seen
the circular billiard. The gap for the chaotic billiard is man
festly present in the middle of this figure, for point2, and at
the bottom, for point3. The gap in the histogram for th
circular billiard depends critically on the precise location
the point. This is shown in Fig. 4, displaying results for t
points 4 and 5. While point 4 does not support long trajec
tories, point5 does. For the latter point the gap is close
although it lies very near to point4. We show the histogram
for the chaotic billiard at one of these points only, becau
not much difference is seen for this latter system.
For the chaotic system the gap is present for all points
appears to be an intrinsic property of this system. Long
FIG. 3. The local density of states for the circular billiard
point 2, and for the chaotic billiard at points2 and3 in Fig. 1.
FIG. 4. The local density of states for the circular billiard











jectories are rare, irrespective of the point considered. W
for the square and circular billiards, trajectories with ov
2000 times the system size are easily found, for the cha
billiard it is hard to find trajectories longer than 20 times t
system size. This is illustrated in Table I. The data given
obtained as follows. First, for 50 points the longest traject
was calculated, using for each point af grid of
df5p/2000. The longest of the 100 000 trajectories cons
ered this way was found for point~21.2, 0.9! at the angle
given in the first line of the table in column 1. In addition
its length of 71.8, its relative length is given. In the last thr
columns the number of specular reflections and the label
the S/N interfaces of both ends of the trajectory, called ex
are given. The meaning of these labels is shown for the
cular billiard in the middle of Fig. 1. After that, the angl
was specified finer and finer, using 10 angle values on b
sides of the angle considered. Progressively, the angle gi
the longest of the 21 lengths calculated that way was pic
out for further subdivision. At the end, at one angle a len
of 19.08 times the system size was found, but then the b
derline of our~double! precision was reached. The sensitivi
to the initial condition is illustrated by the results on the 5
and 8th line from the bottom, because they hold for the sa
angle. This angle was generated in a slightly different way
the subsequent subdivision. We conclude that long traje
ries are rare, although, theoretically they are supposed
exist. For example, comparing the trajectories illustrated
the third and fourth line, there must be an anglef0 in be-
tween, at which the shift occurs from the first exit to th
second one. This critical angle would support an infinite
long trajectory.
To give some qualitative estimations, we consider
contribution of the trajectories nearing that critical anglef0.
The length at f→f0 can be estimated asL(f).
2Lsystemlog2(uf2f0u). This estimation follows from the fac
that each bounce between concave boundaries approxim
doubles the deviation angle. Using the relation~14!, we es-
timate n.22 p/2h. This shows that the density of states
exponentially suppressed at smallh. With our numerical
method, having a finite gridf, we can only access energie
h>2 log2(df). The states with smaller energies are not se
The good convergence of our numerical data, even at r
tively small h, proves that the gap develops rather quick
giving rise to an abrupt change of the density of states.
It is interesting to note that quantum-mechanical effe
can also be estimated in this way. Due to diffraction of t
electron waves in a billiard geometry, the best angle reso
tion is limited by df\51/AkFLsystem, kF being the electron
wave vector at the Fermi energy. This implies that no A
dreev states exists below the threshold energyh.1/
log2(kFLsystem).
Although it is not the primary aim of the present paper
is interesting to discuss the structure seen in the histogra
The peaks are certainly due to the fact that special classe
trajectories contribute more than an average trajectory. C
sidering theL(f) dependence of the local density of stat
expression~14! for a given point, and in an arbitrary direc
tion, this function will contain a term linear inf. But there
are exceptions. The lengthL(f) for trajectories through the
points1, 4, and5 in Fig. 1 behaves quadratically inf around
f50, while for the latter two points, in addition, a quadrat
ttom
t
PRB 58 5787DENSITY OF STATES AND THE ENERGY GAP IN . . .TABLE I. Illustration of the fact that long trajectories are rare in the chaotic billiard. From top to bo
increasing lengthsL(f) are found for an increasingly precisely chosen anglef. The data are for a poin
somewhat below point3, with coordinates~21.2, 0.9!.
f in radians L(f) L(f)/Lsystem No. reflections Exit 1 Exit 2
20.92677083000000 71.8 11.96 19 1 3
20.92677083600000 75.5 12.59 21 1 1
20.92677083700000 92.4 15.40 25 1 1
20.92677083800000 70.8 11.80 20 1 2
20.92677083690000 82.5 13.76 23 1 4
20.92677083700000 92.4 15.40 25 1 1
20.92677083710000 77.3 12.88 21 1 4
20.92677083700000 92.4 15.40 25 1 1
20.92677083701000 96.5 16.09 27 1 1
20.92677083702000 77.8 12.97 22 1 4
20.92677083700000 92.4 15.40 25 1 1
20.92677083700100 110.3 18.39 30 1 3
20.92677083700200 84.2 14.04 24 1 1
20.92677083700090 88.9 14.82 25 1 4
20.92677083700100 107.2 17.86 30 1 4
20.92677083700110 91.0 15.16 25 1 3
20.92677083700096 98.0 16.33 27 1 4
20.92677083700097 114.5 19.08 32 1 2



























calbehavior inf2p/2 aroundf5p/2 holds. Then the argu
ment of thed function in Eq.~14! behaves quadratically in
f aroundf50, giving rise to asquare-root singularityin
the density of states. This singularity produces a series
equidistant peaks in the histogram with peak energ
counted by the integern. At f50, the lengthL(f) is equal
to Lsystem, so the lowest peak, forn50, is expected to be
seen ath5p/251.57. This peak is easily recognized in Fig
2 and 4. Another type of trajectory in a directionf0, around
which L(f) behaves quadratically inf2f0, is, for ex-
ample, the one through point3 in Fig. 1 with f0'p/4, hit-
ting the exits1 and4. Since the line from the origin to poin
3 has a slope that is slightly smaller than21, f0 is not
precisely equal top/4. The correspondingL(f0)55.23,
leading to a peak ath51.8, which is clearly present in th
lower panel of Fig. 3. The corresponding peak for poin2
lies too much to the right to be seen, namely ath52.3. We
point to another class of trajectories giving rise to quadra
behavior, namely, for example, the one through point3 and
perpendicular to any outward concave circle. The cor
sponding line connects point3 and the center of the circle
Although L(f) behaves quadratic as far as the contribut
towards the circle is concerned only, possible linear con
butions from the backward part of the trajectory will lead
a shift of the extremef0. We calculated the correspondin
lengths, and, just as an illustration, we mention the peaks
a few points. The trajectory through point1 perpendicular to






clearly seen in the lower panel of Fig. 2. The trajectori
through point2 perpendicular to the circles centered at~3, 3!
and ~3, 23! lead to peaks at 0.97 and 0.49 in the midd
panel of Fig. 3.
Finally, we want to point at even another type of extrem
trajectory, namely, a trajectory through a point and touch
a circle. Consider the trajectory through point2, in an up-
ward direction touching the circle centered at~23, 3!. The
length has a minimum value at the touching anglef0, but the
f dependence remains linear. Still, an effect can be
pected, because the coefficient ofD [f2f0 for positive
Df can be different from the coefficient for negativeDf.
This leads to astepin the evaluation of thed function in the
expression for the local density of states, becaused(bDf)
5d(Df)/ubu. In analyzing the different touching trajectorie
for the different points in the chaotic billiard, not all possib
steps are clearly recognized, and others correspond to va
of h, which lie too high to be seen. We just mention th
trajectory through point2 touching the circle around~3, 3!,
which is expected to give a step ath50.77, and the trajec-
tory through point3 touching the circle around~23, 23!,
corresponding to a step ath51.35. Both steps can be recog
nized in the middle and lower panel, respectively, of Fig.
We conclude by comparing the results for some point
the clean 2D chaotic billiard, depicted by Fig. 1~a! and for
the present purpose to be denoted by Ch4, with the lo
density of states at a central pointA and a pointB closer to





















































5788 PRB 58A. LODDER AND YU. V. NAZAROVFig. 1~d!. The results for the dirty system are obtained
numerical integration of the Usadel equations.13 The curves
A and B in Fig. 5 show the dimensionless density of sta
for the two points in the dirty 1D system, while the bo
stair-step Ch4 line holds for point3 of the clean Ch4 system
therefore being equivalent to the lower energy part of
bottom panel of Fig. 3. Mind, that the scale of the gap ene
Eg is different in the ballistic and diffusive case: for a ba
listic systemEg.\vF /Lsystem, whereas for a diffusive sys
tem it is strongly reduced,Eg.\vF /AlL system, l being the
mean free path. With a view to comparison of the results,
curves and the stair step lines are rescaled to a commonEg .
Further, in order to test the sensitivity of the results to
specific form of the boundaries, calculations are made a
for the Ch3C and Ch3S variations to the Ch4 system. In
Ch3C and Ch3S systems the upper right outward conc
circle of system Ch4 has been replaced by the correspon
circular and square boundary of the circular and square
FIG. 5. The local density of states at pointsA andB in the 1D
dirty system depicted in Fig. 1~d!, compared with results for point3
in three 2D clean chaotic systems indicated by Ch4, Ch3C
Ch3S. System Ch4 is the one depicted in Fig. 1~a!. In the systems
Ch3C and Ch3S, the upper right outward concave circle of sys
Ch4 has been replaced by the circular and square boundary o












liards, Figs. 1~b! and 1~c!, respectively. The results are th
dashed and thin lines.
Despite that the gap occurs in all cases, it is seen that
behavior of the density of states is quite different for diff
sive and ballistic cases. Consequently, this behavior is
universal and depends on details of the geometry and
scattering within the billiard. This fact strongly reduces t
applicability of random matrix theory methods, which a
based on the assumption of universality of chaotic behav
We note that the absence of universality can be unders
from the fact that long and truly chaotic trajectories do n
contribute to the density of states. Therefore, it is determi
by nonergodic, nonuniversal trajectories.
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND PROSPECTS
Our results prove that a gap is formed in the density
states of a chaotic Andreev billiard even in the semiclass
limit. This is despite the fact that in the semiclassical lim
Andreev states could have a very small energy being ge
ated by very long trajectories. It turns out that the density
states of a chaotic billiard exhibits an abrupt drop at energ
several times smaller thanvF /Lsystem. Below this energy, the
density of states is exponentially suppressed. We believe
quantum-mechanical effects will lead to the complete
hausting of the density of states at energies be
vF /@Lsystemlog(kFLsystem)#. Comparison of the density o
states in chaotic billiards and in the diffusive system clea
shows the absence of even an approximate universality.
For comparison, a square and a circular Andreev billia
have been considered. In the square system long traject
are always present, and no gap develops. Interestingly
though in roughly 70% of the volume of the circular syste
no gap is visible in the local density of states, in the rema
ing part of the volume there is also a gap developing. T
possibly can be explained by the fact that the billiard is n
ideally circular and may be slightly chaotic.
All three billiards exhibit geometrically induced feature
in the density of states. Trajectories that traverse a billi
perpendicular to the superconducting boundaries, without
flection, generate a sequence of equidistant square-root
gularities. Trajectories that touch concave boundaries lea
steps in the density of states.
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